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Want to Flunk?
Try These Ways
To Waste Time
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Finals Are Coming!
%O
~ Set for Jan. 17.23
::

January 9, 1963

It is impossible for the UPS
student to ignore the fact that
Exam Week is approaching. In
years past, campus newspapers
throughout the country have offered to student bodies profound
advice from the Who's Who's, the
Mortar Board members, t h e
Knights, Spurs, and the Phi Beta
Kappas on how to study.

Final examinations will be given from Thursday, Jan. 17,
through Wednesday, Jan. 23. The examination periods are
two hours in length. Any student who has questions or difficulties should refer them to Dean Thomas, and special arrangements must be cleared through him.
Closed period will begin at 2 o'clock a.m. Saturday, Jan.
12. During closed period no social functions are held on
campus, and weekend hours for dormitory students will be
midnight. Also no social cuts may be taken during this time.
The purpose of closed period is to provide the students with
sufficient time to study for their examinations.
The examination schedule is as follows:
EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Fall Semester
1962-63
Thursday, Jan. 17
8:00 Classes that meet at 9:00 Tuesday, Thursday
10:00 All sections of English 101 and 105
1:00 Classes that meet at 1:00 Tuesday, Thursday
3:00 History 101, and specially arranged
examinations
-

This year, as part of the drive
for individual endeavour and advancement, we offer not suggestions on how to study, but on how
to waste time and procrastinate
in a worthwhile fashion.
A small survey of periennial
occupants of the Student Center
Coffee Shop brought out various
time-consuming occupations.
Sally Thompson: I go surfing on
Puget Sound.
Dick Jones: KIBITZ!!!
most of

ing to make muu muus.

Sharon Evans: This year I'm goTom Fowler: I go to a few more
movies than usual, and get
more sleep.
John Magnussen: I spend all my
time thinking about what I
should be doing.
Ann Driver: Last year I re-read
War and Peace. This year I
think I'll climb trees.
Charlie Bush: I might go night
skiing.
Judy Anderson: I have v i vi d
nightmares about how my professors are going to bounce me
out of school. Last year Dr.
Rodgers had a shotgun.

Spanish Institute
Comes to UPS for
Summer Work
Dr. Brice Bucklin, professor of
Spanish, flew to Washington D.
C. recently to negotiate with
members of the United States Office of Education for permission
to conduct an institute for secondary school teachers of Spanish
this summer at UPS. This program is authorized under the National Defense Education Act of
1958.
There would be 48 experienced
Spanish teachers selected for the
institute who would 1 i v e on
campus and receive payment from
the government while attending.
Most of the teachers would come
from the Northwest area, but
there would also be members
from other parts of the country.
The phases of study planned for
this seven-week period include:
improvement in the knowledge of
the Spanish language, learning
linguistics as it applies to Span-

FINALS ARE APPROACHING and studying will be
stressed more than ever in the next few weeks. It is
time to hit the books, NOW!

Offi cial

Is
Released by University
As to Tuition Increase
(Editor's Note: In the following report is the official statement
from the Trustees and Administration of the University of Puget
Sound as to the tuition increase
to go into effect during the 196364 school year. Also included is a
comparison of the University's
new figures for tuition and fees,
and room and board as to the
present figures for institutions
similar in structure to UPS-Reed,
Willamette, Lewis and Clark,
Whitman, Pacific University, Linfield, Whitworth, and Pacific Lutheran University.)
The Administration and Trustees of the University of Puget
Sound find it necessary to announce an increase in basic
charges at the University to be
effective during the academic
years of 1963-64 and 1964-65, beginning September 1, 1963. Tuition will be increased from $750
to $850 and the charge for board
and room will increase from $650
to $750 for the academic year.
Although the officers of the University are very reluctant to increase charges, such a step is
mandatory if the University is to
retain the most highly qualified
members of its faculty and staff,
and if it is to continue to render
ish, and learning about Spanish
civilization and culture.
Dr. Bucklin is the director of
the proposed institute. Assisting
him is Carl Dellaccio, director of
foreign languages of the Tacoma
Public Schools, and Dr. William
E. Bull, professor at UCLA, who
would head the linguistics team.
Dr. Bucklin will go to Washington D.C. again soon to continue negotiations.

the highest type of educational
service to its students. There may
be such a thing as a cheap education, but there is no such thing
as a good education to be had
cheap.
By augmenting the funds available for scholarships, grants,
loans, and by increasing work opportunities, the Administration
will use every means possible to
see that these increases in university costs do not create an undue burden on our students and
their parents.
It is hoped that the clientele
served by the University and the
general public will be understanding of and sympathetic with these
changes, and will view them in
the light of what the University
is seeking to accomplish in the
minds and lives of its students.
Any officer of the University
will be glad to talk with any student or group of students who
seek to know something of the
causes which prompt this action.
We suggest to the thoughtful
student that he compare the announced charges at this University for the years indicated with
those in force or being planned
at any other privately-controlled
institution on the West Coast. He
will find that this University is
neither the highest nor the lowest
in its charges.
In the first comparison of costs
for the schools mentioned, tuition
and compulsary fees will be listed
and totalled from The highest to
lowest in costs: (1) Reed, $1,500
and $42.00 totalling $1,542.00;
Lewis and Clark, $980 and $60.00
totalling $1,040.00; Whitman, $1,000 and $-.00 totalling $1,000; Pa-

Friday, Jan. 18
8:00 All sections of Religion 101
10:00 Classes that meet at 10:00 Monday, WedWednesday, Friday
1:00 Classes that meet at 1:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
3:00 Economics 101, and specially arranged
examinations

Monday, Jan. 21
8:00 Classes that meet at 8:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
10:00 Classes that meet at 9:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
1:00 Specially arranged examinations
3:00 Classes that meet at 2:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Tuesday, Jan. 22
8:00 Classes that meet at 8:00 Tuesday, Thursday
10:00 Classes that meet at 11:00 Tuesday, Thursday
1:00 Classes that meet at 2:00 Tuesday, Thursday
3:00 Classes that meet at 3:00 Tuesday, Thursday

Wednesday, Jan. 23
8:00 Specially arranged examinations
10:00 Classes that meet at 11:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
1:00 Specially arranged examinations
3:00 Classes that meet at 3:00 Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Classes scheduled at noon will have their examination at that hour on Monday, January 21, unless
there is other specific arrangement.
cific Lutheran, $700 and $127.00
totalling $827.00; Linfield, $800
and $16.00 totalling $816.00; UPS,
$750 and $60.00 totalling $810.00;
Willamette, $725 and $85.00 totalling $810.00; Whitworth, $750
and $49.00 totalling $809.00; and
Pacific University, $750 and
$37.50 totalling $787.50.
As for the room and board totals, here are the facts:
Lewis and Clark—$810
Reed—$806
Whitman—$760
Linfield—$690
Willamette—$690
University of Puget Sound
—$671
Whitworth—$650
Pacific—$625
Pacific Lutheran—$620

'Red Cats' Will Be
Held by Speech
Dept. on Jan. 9
"Red Cats," a lecture recital
on contemporary Russian literature, will be presented by the
Department of Speech on Wednesday, Jan. 9. The program
will be presented in Jones Hall
auditorium at 2:00, under the
d i r e c t i o n of Mr. Kingsley.
Selections from the works of such
writers as Russia's most popular
beat poet, Yevtushenko, and the
likewise popular drama Bedbug,
by Mayakovsky, will be read by
students Marilyn King, Sharon
Flynn, Joan Butler, and Dick
Jones.
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Editorial Comment.

. 0 0

HE old year has ended and with the finish of finals we
will witness the beginning of a new semester. The year
has been a hectic one for the Trail. After starting off
on the right foot we were soon overwhelmed with typographical errors. We had to suffer through the "trial" period and
mysterious pink issues. Finally such nonsense came to an
end and a contract change was made. There has been considerable improvement since then. A whole new look was
given the paper. The quality of the paper itself was improved.
Faded newsprint was changed to a quality "slick" paper.
Typos do continue, but they have been reduced to a great
extent.

T

Probably the most controversial element of the paper
can be found on the editorial page. Here each week appears
the column Central Board Lowdown . . . There has been a
varied amount of opinion on CB about its worth. Some of
the members have said that CB was above criticism. Another
has called the column a series of "sly mistruths." Most have
said, however, that it is a good thing and truthful. These
people see its value as a check upon illigitimate uses of this
student senate.

Central Board
Lowdown...
By BILL BAARSMA
Because of a test and other
time consuming studies I was not
able to attend the last CB meeting. However, soon after the end
of the meeting I was aroused from
work by a phone call. The person
on the other end of the line said,
"CB just vetoed Peter, Paul and
Mary." This was followed by a
period of disbelief on my part.
Soon after, however, the effects
of this vote began to sink in.
My first reaction was naturally
the following: "Was this the wish
of the ASB, or constituents of the
CB members who killed the measure?" Only the ASB can answer
that question!
Al Davenport took some extra
time to give a special report for
my benefit. Davenport said, and
I quote from the minutes: "I
would like to thank Mr. Baarsma, at this time, for his accurate
(written in capitals) job in analyzing my report from last week's
Central Board meeting."
MR. Davenport continued by
implying that I didn't really pay
attention to what he had to say
(a strange contradiction indeed).
All he was really trying to do was
to outline and define his position
as delegate-at-large. He continued
by saying that HE "feels that CB
was misinterpreting the role of
delegate -at-large. " I appreciate
this clarification on the part of
Mr. Davenport but his logic
seems to escape me.

Each month we plan to run a special section devoted
to essays on contemporary affairs, poetry and book reviews.
This section, to be named later, will be edited jointly by
Ann Driver and Jim Powers. It will stress the cultural side
of college life. Included with this will be a column edited
each week by Debby Hall which will highlight upcoming
cultural events on campus and in the surrounding area. These
ideas were presented to us by Dr. John Magee and we wish
to thank him for them. We feel this new concept will increase
the scope of this student newspaper.
News coverage will not be put aside, however. We will
continue to provide expanded coverage. Many members of
the faculty and ASB have commented on the extent of our
reporting and we thank them for their compliments and
advice.
This will be the last issue for the semester. The next

Trail will be out Feb. 13. Trail staffers must study for finals
too.
**

*

w.h.b.

ONGRATULATIONS are in order to Mike Fritz, Trail
business manager, who was recently accepted to the
Oregon School of Medicine. Only one out of every nine
applications from undergraduate schools across the nation
are accepted.

C

To the Editor:
What is the role of the delegate-at-large to Central Board?
Obviously, he is a general representative of the students. His constituency is the entire ASB. However, one can see that this is practically impossible. One's contacts
are limited. He finds the students'
opinions from a small percentage
of the students.
For this reason, the delegateat-large must do more than reprecent the few contacts. He must
think about every situation as it
looks to the entire student body,
and just how it will affect them.
One must look beyond his own
class, his own social groups, his
own contacts. Yet, he has to speak
out with the individual ideas as
they are brought to him, ridiculous or sensible as they may be.
The delegate also has a responsibility to student government.
His position is two way. He is
also to relay information and policies back to the students.
To follow along these lines, we
might say Central Board has a
responsibility to the delegates.
When a question is raised which
is obviously part of his duty, C.B.
owes him an answer. To be referred to a committee is not an answer. Anything should be able to
be discussed, or taken down as a
suggestion. Do you want us (the

By TOM CRUM
semester, the Curriculum Committee will be holding an open
meeting in the SUB Lounge.
Over the past several years numerous changes have been made in
the school's academic program.

with clear-cut thoughts in mind.
The Curriculum Committee is not
seeking opinions about individual
professors or courses; raTher, the
general nature of the program.
So! Start thinking about this
forthcoming meeting.

Some of these changes students
are aware of; others, they are not
aware of. This committee feels
that all changes have been good
ones. However, because we as
students are the direct recipients
of these modifications, the committee members want to hear our
opinions. Three cheers!
Dr. Sprenger and Dean Thomas will be holding a meeting of
the Curriculum Committee next
Tuesday to discuss plans for this
"open" meeting. In a recent conversation with Dr. Sprenger, he
told me that he was most anxious
for students to express their views
on the school's curriculum. He
felt that students did have good
ideas and that they should be
heard.
We are hoping to have an outline of the "open" meeting published in the Trail a week before
it is held. This will give you as
students a chance to carefully
think over your ideas and come

1963

* LETTERS to the EDITOR*

• ACROSS the DESK •
At the beginning of the second

Next semester we plan to begin several new concepts.
First we are going to change the publication date of the
Trail to Wednesday. This will give us more time to put the
new changes into practice. We plan also to run a special
section in the Trail each month that will be apart from the
normal function of the newspaper.

January 9,

Many students are complaining
about the difficulty in calling into
the dorms between the -hours of
nine and eleven during the evenings. I talked with Mrs. Dahlum,
the manager of the telephone
service, and she is aware of this
trouble. She would like to have
students either call her or write
a letter to her expressing their
feelings on this problem. If
enough students are concerned, an
expansion of present facilities
might be realized.

delegates) to go back to our constituents and tell them not to
bring their pioblems to us, but
take them to somebody else?
What is Central Board? I don't
wish to delve into this at any
length. I would just like to point
out that there is no strict analogy
between C.B. and a legislative
body such as a state senate. In its
role in student government, it is
necessary that C.B. play a larger
role than just as a legislative
body.
At this point, I might further
suggest thst all parts of student
government, especially those that
are financially dependent upon
this "legislative body," (Central
Board) owe some support to it.
And we should not be quick to
criticize this group if we don't
have experience in and understanding of its operation.
(This report was iven at the
Central Board meeting of Dec.
12, 1962. Many of you may remember how it was written up in
the following week. Because of
this, I gave the following report
at the meeting of Dec. 19, 1962).
I would like to thank Mr.
Bsarsma for the ACCURATE(?)
job he did in reporting my report
from last week's Central Board
meeting. I would like to point out
to him and any other members of
C.B. that they we:e not paying
attention at that time and that I
was trying to define the position
of delegate-at-large, his relationship to C.B., and its r'elationship
to him. I had two reasons for doing this. The first is the exact
position of the delegate or his responsibilities in general are not
pointed out anywhere, not even
in the A.S B. Constitution. Secondly. I feel that C.B. was misinterpreting the role of the delegatc-at-large.
Criticism from either side cannot be understood or be beneficial without a proper definition
and understanding of the situation.
AL DAVENPORT
Delegate-at-Large
(Editor's note: As any one can
plain'y see the majority of the
above report was a form of a lectu -e to CB members on how they
should run their affairs. In Arti"le V of the Constitution ofthe
ASB it is stated that the Student
Government shall be divided into the Assembly which is one
third or more of the ASB at
election time and Central Board
which shall (Article III) act as
the Student Governing Body of
the ASB. Davenport states that
there is no analogy between CB
and a legislative body such as a
senate. The American College
Dictionary defines a senate as
follows: "An assembly or council
of citizens having the highest deliberative functions in government." He has also made some
comments about certain elements
(?) on CB which are "quick to
criticize." Could there be some
hidden meaning or point here? I
agree with Dave Handy who said
that CB was not a place to philosophize. I am glad Al Davenport
h-cs cleared the matter.)
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CB, by 5-4, Votes Down
Peter, Paul and Mary

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR

By Bill Baarsma

To the Editor:
I was very interested in Miss
Driver's column in the Dec. 18
issue of the Trail, entitled "Students Find Changes in Standards
Favorable." It was a delight to
discover student interest in the
raising of standards. However, I
think it would be well in the interest of honesty to bring out into
the open something that is well
known to the students themselves;
namely, the presence in this and
other student bodies of a "conscious student slow-down." The
slow-down works by means of a
tacit agreement among students
not to work too hard in any
course. With this heavy drag, the
instructor is unable to press the
course any faster than the students will allow. A part of the
slow-down is also an agreement
by which students who are too
eager will be penalized by their
fellow students.
All this is done in an informal
but nevertheless very effective
way. It becomes plain in time to
all students that it is very undesirable to become known as "eager." All express cooperation with
instruction is looked upon by the
students as kind of treason in the
contest to see how little can be
done for a given quantity of academic credit.
It is obvious to me that this
obstacle to the raising of standards can only be attacked successfully by the students themselves. It should be obvious that
they are only cheating themselves.
This is no doubt a holdover from
the public school attitude where
students mingled with those who
were finding academic work uncongenial and difficult. But at the
college level this attitude should
give way to a hearty cooperation
with faculty to make the program
as rich as possible.
John B. Magee, Professor
Philosophy and Religion
To the Editor:
After reading the high praises
in the Trail of both freshman and
senior classes (articles designed
to cause righteous though deserved embarrassment) I find myself wondering if there really is
a sophomore class. I'm sure there
must be class officers someplace;
and if they were elected by the
class membership, they must all
be capable, energetic, and dedicated to the jobs which they took
u p o n themselves. Somewhere,
surely, there must be a sophomore
representative on Central Board

Farley's
Flowers

Pa
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Central Board, by a controversial 5-4 vote, recommended
to the Artist and Lectures not to bring Peter, Paul and Mary
to campus for a concert. Dick Wiest, Al Davenport, Bev
Scott, Clark Parsons and Mr. Paul Perdue voted no.
The Peter, Paul and Mary folk singing group is presently
the fastest rising, most popular group of its kind in the
United States.
Gary Thompson said that he
was more disturbed at the hands
off attitude of CB than the no
vote.
"The only way in which this
concert could be a success would
be for all of the members of CB
to work together on a promotion
program," Thompson said.
Stephens Offers Support

GARY FULTON, AFROTC cadet, finds out how it feels
to ride in a T-33 jet trainer.

Cadet Tells
Of Jet Flight
By GARY FULTON

(it says so right here in our Logger Ledger) to report the sophomore's activities with as much
vigor and enthusiasm as younger,
less experienced members of that
body. The class, I'm sure, has
many untapped resources, talents,
energies, ideas and materials
which could - and should - be
brought into use for activities for
the school, the class, and the individual students.
Before we manage to slip
through the whole semester completely unnoticed, there is a question it might be well to ask our
anonymous leaders: "Sophomores
where ARE you?"
Dick Sloan
Class of '65
To the Editor:
The Jones Hall Christmas
Committee wishes to express its
appreciation to all those who contributed their time and efforts
to decorating the UPS campus
and thus added to the enjoyment
of the season.
We wish to thank the staff of
the Superintendent of Grounds
and Mr. Elliott for their wholehearted cooperation and especially Mr. Earl Eaton of the carpenter's shop who erected the
"Nativity" in Jones Hall; the
Knights who furnished the tree
and decorations, the Spurs who
decorated the hall in Jones Hall.
To all who so graciously participated: Thank you.
The Christmas Committee:
Marion Myers
flftn G. Bachimont

"a .good place to buy"

GOOD FOOD

1620-6th Ave.

Close . . . Convenient

MA. 7-7161

CHARLESON'S
215 No. Lawrence

This year the AFROTC program has seen many changes, one
being the increased availability of
local orientation flights. In the
past, orientation flights have consisted primarily of rides in the
C-47, C-124, KC-135 in which
large groups of cadets would participate.
Presently, through the work of
Col. Peterson and Capt. Henry,
and the cooperation of McChord
Air Force Base, a different type
of orientation flight has been set
up. These consist of rides in the
T-33's, which is a two-seat jet
aircraft with a cruising speed of
450 miles per hour. To this point,
about half the advanced corp of
AFROTC cadets have been fortunate enough to participate in
one of these flights. All of the advanced cadets will have a chance
to go in the T-33's and as many
sophomore cadets as time permits.
The flights at McChord are
scheduled by Capt. Piffer in operations and the actual flying is
done by Col. Peterson or Maj.
Hines, who is one of the training
instructors at McChord. These
flights may last as long as an
hour and go to any point in
Western Washington.
Last week four advanced cadets
participated in these flights. This
week four more are scheduled,
weather permitting. Also, several
cadets had rides earlier this year.
The purpose of these rides is to
give each cadet an idea of what
traveling in a jet aircraft is really
like. The comments have expressed a mixture of emotions and
descriptions, but the general feeling seems to be one that is almost
indescribable. Traveling in commercial airliner with sixty to one
hundred people is one thing, but
being up there virtually alone
creates quite a different feeling.
It is an experience one will never
forget and would like to soon
duplicate.

Rob Stephens was the only CB
members to offer concrete backing. Chuck Bush, Dave Handy
and Judy Harris also voted yes.
Thompson feels that the no
vote will not hurt future attempts
at securing popular entertainment.
"The only time Peter, Paul
and Mary would be available is
at the first or second semester.
There would be very little time
to prepare for publicity. Even if
two thirds of the ASB attended
the program, we would lose
money. Since Tacoma is a dead
entertainment town anyway, and
since January is a very poor
month, chances of getting outside
help would be very slim," Thompson said.
The last Artist and Lecture
program, the Brothers Four,
found the promotors losing money
although A&L broke even.
"We are presently working with
a promotion outfit which can offer and is willing to offer us bigname entertainment. If the Peter,
Paul and Mary program proved
to be a flop, then future chances
of getting the big names would
be lost. The main point is that
this school is not big enough to
support the program alone,"
Thompson said.

would offer their services to publicize the event.
Dave Purchase led the fight to
bring the group on campus. He
said that the vote "shocked" him.
"I was disturbed by the fact
that those people who voted no
offered no criticisms or spoke
against the concert," Purchase
said.
Mary Brown and Bill Stegeman felt that the risk was too
great and the general lack of interest on the part of CB would
hurt any chances of the program
to succeed. Stegeman and Brown
abstained.
Tom Crum, who can only vote
in case of ties, said that he supported the program and was disappointed in the CB vote.

Debate Tourney Is
Set by Forensics
Members of the UPS forensics
squad are preparing for the final
intercollegiate debate tournament
of the semester. The tournament
will be held at Seattle Pacific College on Jan. 12 and 13. Each UPS
participant will enter debate as
well as two individual events.

SAVE
Cash and Carry
SKIRTS
SWEATERS
SLACKS
Our Specialty

Stenberg Agrees
Larry Stenberg concurred with
Thompson on many of the points.
Stenberg said that he was very
disappointed at CB's lack of initiative on the idea. He feels that
the program could have been a
success if all of the CB members

SK. 9-7262

'BEST PlC TUREE
Winner of 10 AcademyAwans

l oll

USED BOOKS

FIRST RATE
GENERAL DRUG AND

PRESCRIPTION SFR VICE

FREDERICK'S
PHARMACY
1304 No,. I St..

N U-WAY CLEANERS

,(A. 74737

&

NOW PLAYING!!

Sat. Matinee, Adults 1.50, Junle
1.25; Sat. Evenings Adults 1.1
Juniors 1.50 Sun., loIldays Adul
1.75, JunIors 1.50; Mon. 'Throw
Thurs. Adults 1.50, Jrs. 1.25; ChI
drun tInder 12, 50c Any Tim..

inF

Feature Time
Monday
Throuqh Frid
8 p.m.
Saturday.
Sunday.
H olidays
2, 5 & 8 p.c
NO SEATS
RESERVED
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Greek News

SKI HElL....

ALPHA PHI
With a theme of "Fire and
Ice" the Alpha Phi Dinner Dance
was held at the Lake Wilderness
Lodge on Dec. 15. Highlighting
the evening was the announcement of the 1962-1963 Dream
Man. Dave Ackerman of Sigma
Chi received this honor. Following this, two engagements were
announced in the traditional candlelight ceremonies. Lee Ann
Blessing announced her engagement to Bill Johnson of Phi Delta
Theta, and Kathy McDowell announced her engagement to Melvin Ambrose. A jolly visiter then
made an appearance in the form
of Santa (Dr. Thompson) Claus,
to pass out favors to the Alpha
Phi escorts.

By TOM ERNEST
We went ski touring the other
day. It was early in the year for
this kind of skiing, especially at
Mt. Hood where the snow is still
thin, and rocks and bushes made
our progress difficult from time
to time. But a day among the
peaks of the Oregon Cascades on
skis was so rewarding that it
started me thinking about the unfortunate decline of this once
popular aspect of our favorite
sport.
And don't imagine that touring
hasn't fallen into disfavor in recent years! Even the majority of
"the old guard" have given it up
in favor of the newer, easier,
downhill-only sort of skiing. The
reasons for their desertion of
touring are not difficult to find.
The worst offender, naturally,
is the ski lift. There is something
insidious about the attraction this
mechanical contrivance has for
every skier, young or old. Your
desk-bound student tells himself:
"I haven't time to walk up that
mountain. Think of the skiing I'll
miss! Besides, I am a little out
of shape. Those legs will be pure
torture tomorrow if I try to walk
it." So out comes wallet, up rides
skier - one more convert from
touring.
Next on the roster of villains
should come the whole list of
modern ski equipment. A skier
equipped in the height of fashion
is out of luck if he wants to go
touring,
Poles? His poles themselves
would be fine - light, long, and
strong as they are. But their tiny
baskets are useless in deep snow,
and would discourage the strongest skier if he tried to use them
on a long climb.
Bindings? Nine out of ten modern bindings are ill-adapted for
ski touring. Some of the more
complicated "release" bindings
don't even allow the skier's heel
to lift off his ski, which makes
climbing more than a few feet
torture. The long-thong bindings
affected by the racing crowd are
great for control, but impossible
for touring. To be perfectly fair,
we should mention that one European binding manufacturer has
made a touring hitch which
adapts his release binding for
climbing. But, of course, the binding is then no longer "release."
And very few American ski shops
have even bothered to stock this
device.
Clothes? Those of us who have
had to live in the city and ski
occasionally on the slopes do not
know what kind of clothes are
needed for comfort. Full-cut, even
baggy ski pants. A really windproof parka with huge pockets
and hood. Mittens, not gloves.
Wool shirt, loose sweater, and a
heavy hat. But, if you wear such
an outfit at a modern ski resort,
the stretch-pant crowd will laugh
you off the slope!
So we come to the most important item of the modern skier's
equipment: his skis. There is no
question but that modern metal
skis, for example, are the answer
to every ski-tourist's prayer. So
tough they aren't likely to break;

HARRING TON HALL
Jeanne Krueger announced her
engagement to the residents of
Harrington Hall on Dec. 11. Her
fiance is Lewis Smith a UPS
Graduate who is currently in the
Air Force stationed in South Carolina. They plan an April wedding.

REHEARSING for the Opera Scenes, which will be presented Friday and Saturday evenings, Jan. 11 and 12, at 8:15 in the Recital Hall are Betty Martin and
Richard Hill.

Globetrotters, Seattle
To Appear at UPS
Seattle University will play the
Los Angeles Loyola basketballers
at the University of Puget Sound
Fieldhouse Jan. 28 and the Harlem Globetrotters will stage their
annual basketball appearance at
the Fieldhouse Jan. 30. Both
games start at 8 p.m.
so. flexible they ride through the
roughest terrain; so thin they
slice through deep snow with
ease, such skies would have made
oldtime alpine skiers green with
envy. Yet, sad to say, they are
often seen dangling from chairlifts, but seldom slogging up
mountain slopes miles from civilization.
Thus, your modern skier, if he
should decide to try touring, has
to rummage in the garage for
some of that good old gear that's
long since out of fashion. He may
ask, "Is it worth it?"
I think it is. After a long
climb, a view that's hardly glanced from a lift becomes an inspiration, and later a treasured memory. A difficult passage, miles
from any ski patrol, becomes a
challenge which, once mastered,
provides a deep feeling of satisfaction earned in no other way.
The pure silence of mountain
snows is a welcome change from
the constant yammer of sound we
moderns have to live with. And
the easy comradeship of a tour on
skis renews one's faith in the old
human values, which are often
overshadowed by the fears and
preoccupations of this atomic age.
Why not try touring this winter? You may be surprised to
learn what it was about skiing
that first attracted men to this
wonderful sport.

Opera Scenes
Presented by
Music Dept.
The Opera Scenes, under the
direction of Dr. Charles M.
Fisher, will be presented Friday
and Saturday evening, Jan. 11
and 12, in the Recital Hall of the
UPS School of Music. The public
is cordially invited to attend. As
the Opera Scenes are presented
without costumes. or scenery, the
burden of reality is, placed on the
effectiveness of the singing and
acting, according to Dr. Fisher.
The program for the Opera
Scenes is as follows:
Scene (Don Giovanni)...... Mozart
Zerlina ..............Rosalie Watson
Masetto ----------------James Moore
Don Giovanni ------Bruce Martin
Dan Waddell, Pianist
II
Act I (Marriage of Figaro) ..........
Mozart
Susanna --------------Eloise Wagner
Figaro ------------Lawrence Oncley
Marcelina ------ ------ Marjorie Rea
Dr. Bartolo ----------Bruce Martin
Cherubino ......Dorianne Nelson
Count ------------------Charles Fisher
Basilio ... -- ------- Robert Northrop
Peter Gries, Pianist
INTERMISSION
III
Scene (Carmen) -------------------- Bizet
Carmen ..........Judith Anderson
Don Jose ............Angelo Manzo
Diane Martin, Pianist
IV
The Telephone ... ............... Menotti
Lucy ......................Betty Martin
Ben .... .. --- ............... Richard Hill
Julia Forsberg, Pianist

Silver Seals Are
Picked for Season
Silver Seals, the women's synchronized swimming group, recently initiated seventeen new
girls as members. The girls passed
their stunts and were given small
seal emblems to sew on their
swim suits.
The new Seals are: Adrienne
Bourg, Judy Fry, Sharon Gordon, Linda Hilstad, Jane Kennedy,
Meribeth McKain, C a r ol y n
Munk, Kathy Osborne, Roberta
R e e d, Holly Savage, Judy
Schultz, Julie Shiffer, S a 11 y
Stangell, Chris Trip, Suzanne
Wilcox, Gail Young and Vicky
Graham.
The Seals are now working on
their annual water show which
is to be given Friday and Saturday nights of the last weekend in
March. There will be a short
meeting this Tuesday at 4 o'clock
p.m. at the pool to discuss the
show and sign up for committees.

ROTC Grads
Visit Campus
The UPS Air Force ROTC department recently announced the
return of five of their graduates
for a visit over Christmas vacation. Visiting were 2nd Lts. (now
serving actively Harold L. Smith,
Robert A. Stovall, Tom H. Sobattka, and Dave R. Shaw. Edward H. Miley, also a 2nd Lt. but
inactive because f)f an education
delay, also visited.
Smith recently completed his
pilot's training program at Williams Air Force Base in Chandler,
Arizona, and now is stationed at
(Continued on Page 8)
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Pictures Grace
New Bulletin

Freshmen Can
Still Enroll in
UPS-A FROTC

By CHERYL HULK
Pictures, pictures, pictures - a
three word description of the all

Male freshmen who have not
enrolled in Air Science, but would
like an opportunity to receive a
commission in the Air Force, are
still eligible according to Lt. Colonel Carl H. Peterson, Professor
of Air Science.
While not the most desirable
method, it is possible for a student who missed the first semester
of Air Science in the freshman
year to complete the program and
receive a commission upon graduation. This involves taking the
first semester of the freshman
year concurrently with the first
semester of the junior year. A
first semester freshman is permitted to take a designated college
course in lieu of Air Science classwork and is only required to be
present one hour a week for Leadership Laboratory. Therefore the
concurrent enrollment would not
require a large amount of time
on the part of the student.
This also applies to sophomores
who are scheduled to graduate in
five years instead of the usual
four.
For additional information, call
the Air Science Department at
Extension 265 or drop by the
Fieldhouse and talk to the Professor of Air Science.
In addition to studying military
history, evolution of warfare and
leadership techniques, Air Science
students participate in field triis
to local and distant Air Force
bases. They are eligible for such
extra curricular activities as the
Drill Team, and Arnold Air Society. Those who are qualified are
given flight instructions in light
aircraft at a local civilian school
which enables them to receive
their private pilot's license.
Let Stan Jensen show you
'

Wembley Ti..
Van Heusen Shirts
- Pendletons

- Day's Slacks

Jensen's Toggery
Sixth and Oakes

Quality
Professional
Cleaning
Daily Pick-up
at Dorms

In at 9:00
Out at 5:00

MODERN
CLEANERS
2309 - 6th Avenue
MA. 7-1117

new, much improved UPS bulletin for 1963-65.
The bulletin, edited by Dean
Richard Dale Smith, was begun
last spring and finished just before Christmas vacation. Many of
the pictures in the catalogue,
which were under the direction of
Larry Stenberg and Jim Nelson,
are of activities around campus
this fall.
Included among them are aerial shots of the Narrows Bridge
and surrounding Tacoma area
and a recent aerial shot of the
University campus, which includes the new dorms and fraternities. Altogether, 50 pictures
grace the contents of the bulletin.
Copy for the catalogue was submitted by the departments or in
many cases it was carried over
from the previous bulletin.

Logger Basketballers Travel
To Spokane for Two Games
The University of Puget Sound Loggers attempted to
get on the winning track in league play this weekend by
traveling to the Inland Empire to take on Whitworth Friday
night and Eastern Washington State College Saturday
evening.
The Loggers bowed 68-51 to
Western Washington at Belling- supply scoring punch. Others
ham last Saturday night and
seeing considerable action for the
played a non-conference game last Savages are 6-4 Larry Gunn, 6-4
night with Pacific Lutheran at Vince Jarvis, 6-1 Dar Monasmith
the Fieldhouse. Results of the and 6-0 Jim Tutton.
PLU game weren't available by
UPS Needs Split
press time.
Whitworth, although not holdThe Loggers must gain at least
ing an imposing early-season reca split—a tough assignment in the
ord, has met some top-flight oposInland Empire—and possibly a
ition and holds a split with Monsweep to the two-game series to
tana State College. The Pirates
remain alive in the Evergreen
topped Central 72-63 at Ellenshoop chase. Following the twoburg and lost an 81-77 heartbreakgame set, UPS is idle until a Jan.
er at Pacific Lutheran last week25 encounter with Pacific Lutherend.
an at the Fieldhouse and a Jan.
26 date with Central Washington,
Hagen Is Bach
also in the Logger gym.
Coach Dick Kamm's Pirate
UPS Coach Russ Wilkerson will
squad will probably start with 6-4
probably start with 6-5 Bob AbelGary McGlocklin and 6-3 Joe
sett and 6-1 Rich Brines at forPettit at forwards, 6-5 Bill Fuwards, 6-6 Fred Wilde at center,
bright at center, and 5-11 Ed Haand 6-0 Gordon Pfeifer and 6-0
gen and either 6-0 John Utgaard
Bill Hansen at guards. Wilde has
or 5-10 Jack Pelander at guards.
been appointed season captain.
Hagen was a first team All-Evergreen selection the past two seasons and McGlocklin was a second team choice last year. Rubright was one of the brightest
freshman prospects in the league
last year. Pettit is a transfer from
Idaho.
Eastern Washington is led by
second-team All-Evergreen pick
6-6 Joe Allen, who is averaging
better than 17 points per game in
addition to being a tough rebounder for veteran Coach Red Reese's
boys. Alex Woods, 6-4 forward,
and Bob Frick, 6-0 guard, also

In order to put a March appearance at Kansas City on the
Logger schedule, UPS must win
either the regular-season league
championship or the post-season
league tournament, slated for the
Fieldhouse Feb. 21-22-23. The
winners of the regular-season
title and the tourney crown meet
in a best-of-three playoff for the
trip to the national NAIA tournament. If one team wins both
the league title and the tournament, that team will automatically receive tickets to Kansas City.

Spurs, Knights
'Final Fling'
Dance Coming
"Final Fling" will be the last
chance for socializing before finals. The all-school Spur-Knight
dance will be Jan. 11, from 9-12
p.m., in the Student Center. Murray Damitio and his group will
provide music. One of the highlights of the evening will be the
announcement of the Spur of the
Moment and the Knight of the
Night. They are chosen by their
respective groups for outstanding
service. Other entertainment will
also be presented.
Spurs wish to stress that the
dance is an all-school activity and
the last social event before closed
period. Appropriate dress is
dresses, heels, and sports coats.
The charge will be $1 for couples
and 50 cents stag. Refreshments
will be served.

Already about 8,000 copies of
the bulletin have been sent to high
school students and teachers and
counselors, over the seven western states. Copies have also been
mailed to most colleges and universities.
The bulletin includes policy
changes that will take effect next
fall and has nothing to do with
the 1962-63 school year. It will
effect basically next year's seniors and incoming 1963 freshmen.
No general distribution of the
bulletin will be made.

WATCHES - JEWELRY
Tacoma's Only Certified
Master Watchmaker

('.

SC HA E F F E R'S
JEWELERS
3812 No. 26th SK. 9-4242

WAH LGREN'S
Fine Florists
WE DELIVER
205 No. Yakima MA 7-0127
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UPS Swimmers Top
Western and U__BC
In Two Dual Meets

Logger Gridders
Receive Letters
Thirty-two University of Puget
Sound gridders were presented
with an athletic letter at the annual football banquet Dec. 18 in
the Student Center.
Coach John Heinrick, who
turned out to be the main speaker,
praised the squad's efforts for
the second place finish the past
season. Injuries crippled the
Loggers in their bid for the Evergreen title.

By RON MANN
The University of Puget Sound Loggers picked up their
23rd consecutive Evergreen Conference victory while sweeping meets from the University of British Columbia and Western Washington State College over the past weekend at the
Hugh Wallace Memorial Pool. Three new records were set
as the Loggers raced past the UBC Thunderbirds 64-3 1 and
two were broken as they outclassed the WWSC Vikings
81-12.
The Thunderbirds, with their
finest team in years, jumped into
a 7-0 lead after winning the 400
meter relay by .8 seconds to open
the meet. In the following event
John Jewell handily won the 200
meter freestyle for the Loggers
and when Joe Lanza nosed out
UBC's Roger Davis for second
place the Loggers gained a 8-8 tie.
From this point on the Logger
mermen picked up eight of the
nine remaining possible firsts.
Jewell, John Serementa, and
George Sickel each won two of
the home forces nine first p!ace
finishes. Jewell, in addition to his
200 meter freestyle victory, also
won the new 500 meter freestyle
event establishing a 6:19.1 record
in that event. While doing so he
passed everyone at least once.

Seremeta Wins Race
Seremeta won the 100 and 50
meter freestyle events. His :26.8
in the 50 meter race missed the
pool record by 01.1 seconds.
Sickel won both the 200 meter
backstroke and the 200 meter individual medley events with no
apparent difficulty.
In addition to the new 500 meter freestyle mark by Jewell, Bob
Harper broke the existing varsity
record in the 200 meter backstroke while the 400 meter freestyle relay team was also setting
a new mark. Although Harper lost
the race to the Thunderbirds' Brian Griffith, who missed setting a
pool record by 0:01.8 seconds, it
was the fastest time by nearly
five seconds that Harper has ever
turned in. His new record will go
into the books as 2:49.0.
The old 400 meter freestyle record was reduced by 00.0 seconds
when Rick Perkins, Lanza, Seremeta, and Jewell finished well
ahead of the UBC team.

Dyer Finishes First
In the most exciting race of the
day, Gary Dryer, the Loggers'
diminutive butterfly man, came

For a

BETTER BURGER
.

Frisko Freeze
0

"Home of the Beefburger"

1201 Division
BR. 2-6843

from behind in the last 25 meters
to catch UBC's Dave Smith in the
200 meter butterfly race. Dyer
finished with a 2:51.0 It was his
fastest time and only the second
time he has broken the three minute mark.
Rich Hurst and George Teats
of the Loggers also brought the
crowd to its feet in the 50 and
100 meter freestyle respectively.
Though both swimmers finished
second, they nosed out Bill Norquist, one of UBC's finest swimmers, in the closest finishes of
the day. Hurst, while losing to
Seremeta by :00.2 finished second
by :00.6 seconds to upset Norquist. Teats swam one of his best
races and finished strong to nose
out Norquist by :00.9 seconds.
They had been almost even for
the last 15 meters.

UPS Trounce Vikings
Against the Western Washington Vikings the Loggers picked
up all eleven firsts and all but
two of the second place finishes,
as they walked off with their initial conference win. Jewell broke
Sickel's existing record of 2:38.2
in the 200 meter individual medley when he splashed to a 2:35.8.
The 400 meter freestyle relay
team broke the varsity record, set
only the day before, with a fast
4:06.5. Dyer replaced Seremeta,
but the rest of the previous day's
team remained intact.
Dave Handy was the only double winner of the afternoon as he
won the 200 meter butterfly and
the 500 meter freestyle.
Teats continued to provide the
fans with excitement as he turned in 2:50.6 in the 200 meter
backstroke, beating teammate Seremeta by :00.8 seconds. "It was
a great race for him and was his
second fastest time," commented
coach Don Duncan immediately
after the race.
Near the end of the meet Bill
Marcy made a desperate attempt
to catch Gary Bishop but could
not catch the inspired Logger
breaststroker as he finished in
311.6, the fastest time of his
career. Marcy finished one second
behind his teammate.

GEORGE TEATS is one of the swimmers who provide
speed and depth to Coach Don Duncan's swim team.

Western Halts Puget Sound
Basketball Winning Streak
Western Washington State College got off to a quick start last
Saturday night and snapped Puget Sound's six-game winning
streak against collegiate opposition. The final score of the first
Evergreen Conference game was
68-51.
The Bellingham Vikings used
their home gym to good advantage as they built up early 6-0
leads in the warm Carver Gym.

Spring Sport
Registration
University of Puget Sound students interested in participating
in spring sports are reminded to
register for the class at registration time before the second semester starts. It is not necessary to
be registered to participate in the
sport, but those that register will
receive one credit hour and a
grade for sport.
Russ Wilkerson will direct the
UPS baseballers. Harry Bird will
probably return as track mentor
and Lyle Morton as tennis foreman. A golf coach has not been
appointed yet.
Those that plan to turn out for
a spring sport are urged to begin workouts now on their own.
For turnout plans, contact the
coach or the athletic department
in the West balcony of the Fieldhouse.

GUNDERSON
Original Jewelry

THIRSTY
LONESOME
TRY PAT'S
No. 21st & Oakes

Scoring:
Portland State (Dec. 19)—Bob Abelsett 19, Rich Brines 9, Fred Wilde 6,
BillHansen 17, Gordon Pfeifer 10,
Bill Tipton, Bill Kelly, Dale Moore
4, Wayne Carison, Barry Goss 7, Jerry
Kanja 2, Dick Dahlstrom.
British Columbia (Dec. 28)—Abelsett 16, Brines 13, Wilde 7, Hansen
10, Pfeifer 9, Tipton, Moore 2, Kelly,
Goss 2, Kaija 6, Dahlstrom 13.
British Columbia (Dec. 29)—Abelsett 19, Brines 6, Wilde 10, Hansen 7,
Pfeifer 16, Tipton, Moore, Goss 2,
Kaija, Dahlstrom 6.
Western Washington (Jan. 5) Abelsett 12, Brines 10, Wilde 11, Hansen, Pfeifer 4, Tipton 2, Moore 6,
Kelly, Goss 2, Kaija, Dahistrom 2,
Carlson 2.

In addition to the football
squad, Coach Heinrick and Dr.
Johnson, other guests included:
Stan Farber, athletic publicity
director and master of ceremonies;
Ray Mahnkey, backfield coach;
Ben Hammond, line coach; Jim
Creighton, assistant line coach;
Ted Droettboom, athletic business manager; Al Pentecost, athletic equipment •manager; Russ
Wilkerson, basketball coach and
football trainer; Don Duncan,
swim coach; Ed Honeywell, Tacoma News Tribune sportswriter;
and Clarence Seman, official
team photographer.
Among the letter-winners, there
were nine seniors, 13 juniors, five
sophomores and five freshmen.
Award winners were:
Four-year lettermen—Dave Campbell, senior center; Cal Christoph,
senior end; Larry Green, senior guard.
Three year lettermen—Les Ross,
junior end; Jack Sather, junior fullback-halfback.
Two-year lettermen—Ralph Bauman, junior guard; Mike Brustkern,
senior quarterback; Dick Colleran,
senior center; Gary Dasso, senior
halfback; Dennis Egge, junior halfback; Mike Flannery, senior guard;
Jim Gunderson, sophomore endtackle; Dick Lawrence, senior endguard-linebacker; Harlan Patterson,
sophomore tackle; Jim Randall, senior guard-linebacker; Tom Rawlings,
sophomore tackle; Harley Somers,
junior halfback; Don Stewart, sophomore halfback.
One-year lettermen - Gary Brown,
freshman tackle; Kent Chisman,
sophomore guard; Dick Dornfeld, junior quarterback; Dick Fournier, junior
guard; Pat Hoonan, junior end; Bob
Izzi, junior end-linebacker; Mickey
Kalyk, junior end; Jack Kern, junior
tackle; Ed Kosnoski, freshman endcenter; Jim Mancuso, junior halfback;
Paul Rushfeldt, junior fullback; Jon
Shotwell, freshman halfback; Keith
Weeks, freshman halfback; Bill Wicks,
freshman fullback.

GENO'S
Imported Car Clinic
5911 Steilacoom Blvd. S.W.

.JU 8-1823

COMPLETE LUBRICATION

Antiques
Gifts

HUNGRY

Meanwhile, the Loggers found a
lid on their basket. From their on,
it was catch-up, and the Westerners used a deliberate attack the
full game. The winners went into
a semi-stall with about 15 minutes to go in the contest and a
full stall with five minutes left.
The Loggers' full-court press
didn't appear to have much effect upon Coach Chuck Randall's
crew.
UPS crushed the University of
British Columbia 78-59 in the
opener of a two-game set Dec.
28 and then hung on the next
night for a 66-60 verdict. UPS
broke open the opener by hitting
10 of the first 11 shots in the first
nine minutes of the second half.
Portland State College proved
no match for the Loggers Dec.
19 and bowed to the Tacoma five
74-59 at the Fieldhouse. The Puget
Sounders led 30-13 early in the
game as Coach Russ Wilkerson
sent in a stream of subsititutes
to hold the score down.

Dave Campbell, who shared
the captain's role with Cal Christoph, was elected the Inspirational
Award winner, Mike Flannery
won the "Band-Aid" award from
team physician Dr. Bob Johnson.
The prize? A band-aid, naturally.

Silver

School and Factory Trained
—35 YEARS EXPERIENCE-

764 Broadway BR 2-4295

Guaranteed Repair

Parts
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Evergreen Conference

The Lucky Logger

W
Pacific Luth . ........ 2
Western ................ 1
Whitworth ............ 1
Central -------------------- 1

by STAN FARBER

PUGET SOUND 0
Eastern -------------------- 0

It's too bad that the Loggers have to spend their first three
Evergreen Conference basketball games on the road . . . but there
is also a benefit from that scheduling. The Loggers wind up at home,
in the stretch when the going is toughest.
It's too early to forecast the league race, but one thing is certain.
Any of the six teams can win the championship. Probably never before
in the history of the circuit which is now beginning its 15th season
has there been so evenly balanced a race.
So, good luck to Coach Russ Wilkerson and his Logger crew
when they travel to the Inland Empire this weekend. Bring back a
few wins!

*

*

*

*

174

68

Sports Schedule
Fri., Jan.

11—Swimming: Eastern
Wash, at UPS, 3 p.m.; Basketball:
UPS at Whitworth.
Sat., Jan. 12—Basketball: UPS at
Eastern Wash.; Swimming: UPS at U.
or Oregon.
Fri., Jan. 25—Basketball: PLU at
UPS, 8 p.m., PLU Jayvees at UPS
Jayvees, 6 p.m.; Swimming: Oregon
State-U. of Alberta-UPS at UPS.
Sat., Jan. 26—Basketball: Central at
UPS, 8 p.m., Pederson Fryers at UPS
Jayvees, 6 p.m.; Swimming: UPS at
Pacific NW Swim Meet at Seattle.
Mon., Jan. 28—Basketball: UPS Jayvees at Centralia JC, 8 p.m.
Fri., Feb. 1—Basketball: Eastern
at UPS, 8 p.m., Rucker Florists at
UPS Jayvees, 6 p.m.; Swimming:
UPS at Eastern Wash.

BILL HANSEN, Logger guard, is the playmaker for the
UPS basketball squad.
"UPS STRICTLY HIGH CLASS" screamed a four-column headline in the Vancouver, B. C., Sun after the Loggers had downed University of British Columbia 78-59 in the opener of a two-game series.
The T-Birds, a perennial Canadian powerhouse located in a city
which will soon reach a million people and representing a student
body of 13,700, is figured to have one of the strongest hoop teams
in school history.
Here's what the article had, in part, to say:
"This being a traditionally happy season, let's look on the cheery
side of the UBC Thunderbirds.
"They aren't really as bad as they looked Friday night against
University of Puget Sound Loggers. They can't be. It was a humbling
basketball experience, losing 78-59 to the Loggers."
The University of Puget Sound athletic product is before the
public eye and the community more than any other school activity.
More people read and hear about UPS through athletic achievements
than through any other source. So it is the same at most of the other
schools in this country.

To create a more favorable image, this writer suggests that some
of the extra tuition money be plowed back into athletic scholarships.
UPS does not need to go "major college" athletically, but the Loggers
do need to field outstanding small college athletic teams. The athletic
department budget is limited and only a few scholarships are available
in contrast to many other schools. Let's keep UPS in the foreground.

Expert Workmnship

Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.

51
132

Western at Whitworth
Central at PLU

*

Next time monotony makes
you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do... perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
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SCHEDULE SATURDAY
UPS at Eastern

Six- seven- and eight-colunm banners tell the story of UPS activity in newspapers. Radio and television also tell of UPS athletics.
Each UPS football and basketball score is printed in almost every
daily newspaper across this wide country of ours.

NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming.

51

157
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*

THE SAFE WAYto stay alert
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PA
141

UPS at Whitworth
Western at Eastern

*

This sports editor normally does not comment on news which
does not directly concern this campus. But, in the case of Al Lightner
and his story in the ,Jan. 12 issue of The Saturday Evening Post, this
writer feels that he must comment on a story which has become the
talk not only of college campuses across the country, but also in the
community.
Al Lightner is a basketball and football official who has always
been involved in controversy. However, he is a man with a grudge.
As sports editor of the Salem, Oregon, Statesman, he feels that he
has the right to attack coaches and athletes in print, especially in
his own paper where he will not print a rebuttal.
Sure, Lightner is right in some of his accusitions, but most of the
time he brings the consequences down on himself. In his article, he
has pointed some strong accusitions at some collegiate coaches and
players. For his sake, he better be able to back up his statements this
time, because he has stepped on some reputations. Lawsuits might
arise, and Lighter better be able to prove his accusations. This time,
he may have to offer rebuttal time and space.
Lightner often makes from $65-$100 a night while officiating a
game which may last 11/9 or 21/9 hours. Both basketball and football
have treated him well financially, but this overly-sensitive official
has knocked the sports which have made his living for him, both on
and off the court.
There is an unwritten rule in officiating that says "don't talk."
Lightner has violated this rule time and time again, and made sort of
a crusade of his misfortunes.
There is lots of room for improvement for crowd behavior and
that of the players and coaches. Lightner seems to have gone about it
at the wrong way.

161
68
149

RESULTS SATURDAY
Western 68, UPS 51
PLU 81, Whitworth 77
Central 94, Eastern 68

It looks like the Choppers, the Chips and the Logger Band have
re-grouped their forces and will be a potent force in providing school
spirit at Logger games. The new Chopper hats have arrived, along
with some new blood in the group.
Watch for better things to come from these two groups.

*

I'F

0
0
1
1
1
2

RESULTS FRIDAY
PLU 80, Eastern 64
Whitwortih 72, Central 63

Whether at home or on the road, it's no secret how Coach Don
Duncan and his Logger natators will do in conference action. The
Loggers have now won 23 in a row in league action over the last five
years and have won four straight Evergreen titles. In addition, UPS
holds almost all of the league swim records.
Duncan has the welcome mat out for all spectators who want to
watch the Loggers, whether at a practice or at a swim meet. There's
lots of action and excitement and, what's better, it's free - for both
students and community.
The Loggers are good now, but they're getting better. Better plan
to attend some swim meets.

*

L

AVENUE
SHOE REPAIR
2703-6th Avenue

TONTS
BARBER SHOP
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BUDIL'S
FLORIST
6th & Okes

FU. 3-4739

TONY—RAY—KEN
Props.

Sat., Feb. 2—Basketball: Whitworth
at UPS, 8 p.m., Longview Shamrocks
at UPS Jayvees, 6 p.m.; Swimming:
UPS at Central.
Tues., Feb. 5—Basketball: Seattle
Pacific at UPS, 8 p.m., SPC Jayvees
at UPS Jayvees, 6 p.m.
Fri., Feb. 5—Basketball: UPS at
PLU, 8 p.m., UPS Jayvees at PLU
Jayvees, 6 p.m.; Swimming: UPS at
Western Wash.
Sat., Feb. 9—Swimming: Central
at UPS; Basketball: UPS at Central.
Mon., Feb. 11—Basketball: UPS Jayvees at McNeil Island.
Fri., Feb. 15—Basketball: UPS at
Seattle Pacific, 8 p.m., UPS Jayvees
at SPC Jayvees. 6 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 16—Basketball: Western
Wash. at UPS, 8 p.m., Pederson Fryers at UPS Jayvees, 6 p.m.; Swimming: UPS at U. of British Columbia.

Logger Jayvees Lose
McNeil Island defeated the
University of Puget Sound Jayvees 91-82 at the federal prison
last Friday night.
Jerry Kaija paced the Loggers
with 26 points and Wayne Carlson added 21. Carl Spiekerman
hit for 14 counters and Bill Kelly
had 12.

L'

Al 9
0

,j

IS GOOD!
LOOKS GOOD?
SMIILLS GOOD?
TASTES GOOD?

PIZZA
The
PIZZA HAVEN
- Eat Here or To Go 2803 6th Ave.

3814 1/2 North 26th

:

BR. 2-7472
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Spelling Is Important
In Giving Impression
Probably not one person in a
hundred can spell these five
words correctly: sacr-l-gious; rarfled; synon-mous; restaura-teur;
and ha-son.
Are you the one in a hundred?
The correct spellings are sacrilegious; rarefied; synonymous;
restaurateur (no n); and liaison.
Now that you may be feeling
a little depressed, you're probably wondering: "Well, how important is good spelling, anyway?"
One answer is given by Newman B. and Genevieve B. Birk of
Tufts College, in their book Understanding and Using English.
"Spelling is important," they
say, "because it is often the first
basis on which a writer is judged
[many] readers respond unfavorably, with irritation, disrespect, and mistrust to the writer
who cannot spell."
They go on: "Conspicuously
poor spelling is serious
because it suggests that the writer is
unfamiliar with printed material,
or unable to learn what most educated people learn without difficulty, or both
To many people, spelling is an index of the
writer's education and intelligence."
You yourself can remember
how miffed you were the last
time someone spelled your name
wrong. Imagine the embarrassment of the Reader's Digest recently when, on the cover of the
magazine, it spelled Charles Lindbergh's name as Lindberg!
Now, it's all well and good to
praise the benefits of proper spelling. The hitch is that spelling is
a complicated and tricky business.
Over in England, honor is
spelled honour, anemia is spelled
anaemia, fiber is fibre, plow is
plough, connection is connexion,
judgment is judgement, jail is
gaol, and so on.
And right here in America, dictionaries disagree. Some people
.

.

.

. . .

Wayne's Enco
$1.00 Lube
3118-6th Ave. SK. 9-9128

'lv

S4

-

No wonder that even a writer
as well known as C. P. Snow,
author of The Affair, can write a
book (The Conscience of the
Rich) in which he misspells two
words in two consecutive sentences! ("Charles took the chance
to smoothe the party down. He
acted as impressario for Mr.
March and led him on to his
best stories." Smoothe should be
smooth, impressario should be impresario.)
But don't get discouraged. You
can still improve your spelling.
Here are some rules to follow:
Make a list of the words you
continually misspell
words like
dictionary, inoculate, accommodate, accumulate, bizarre, innocuous, independence. Practice writing and rewriting them until you
get them down pat.
-

UPS ,
BOOK STORE

ROTC GRADS
RETURN
(Continued from Page 4)
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AL

gort

Bu119! As I )
€ort,am no
king, you are
not my

My name is
Ozymaridias...

Not a
king?!
Oh dear!..

a

I believe in
an Aristocracy
of the Able...
and my ability is

Do the same thing with a
list of difficult words that someone else has compiled
to be
furnished in this article.
-

If you continually misspell
certain words, check your pronunciation. A person who says
libery for library, idear for idea,
athaletic for athletic, and barbituate for barbiturate is likely to
write them as he says them.
Get acquainted with some of
the rules of spelling. The only
trouble here is that for many
rules there are many exceptions.
Take the verse "I before e/ Except after c,/ Or when sounded as
a,/ As in neighbor and weigh."
You probably learned that in
grammar school. Well, there is no
Santa Claus. Exceptions to the
rule include weird, weir, leisure,
seize, either, surfeit, n e it h e r,
sheik, plebeian, reign, sovereign,
height, diety, and even financier,
specie, species, and science.

FA

gas!. My
Acamil9,it seems,
begins where
yours loft
off!
..

An engaging

Your grandfather?... indolent!
an dcather?.:: A rogue!
nkey!
A mo
Qour a

Tl *1 s:-

LESSON IN DEMOCRACY
A 4th grade teacher in the
Philippines, reviewing her class
for a national teet, asked: "What
is the most important gift the
The anUnited States gave us
swer she wanted was "democracy." But the pupils, who get
CARE food at school, shouted in
unison: "Milk!"

.

~

-

FOR RENT
FURNISHED APT.
4 Rooms and Bath. Newly
redecorated, on bus line.
Part utilities. $50 per mo.
5K. 9-1311.

TO THE RESCUE
One final rule: When in doubt
about which vowel to use, look
for a related word in which the
vowel is accented. Say you don't
know whether the correct spelling
is ecstesy or ecstasy. You find a
related word
ecstatic
and
because ecstatic has an a, ecstasy
must have an a. Or take the word
grammar. Or is it grammer? The
related word grammatical shows
that an a is required.
-

SPORTING GOODS, Inc.
922 Commerce

Charleston AFB in South Carolina.
Stovall is currently in a two
year program in space physics of
the Air Force institute of technology at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base in Ohio. Upon graduation he will receive his master's
degree.
Sobattka is taking an electronics computor maintenance officer
course at Keesler Air Force Base
in Mississippi. This is a 46-week
course.
Now attending law school at
Willamette University, Miley received his education delay and is
an inactive member of the Air
Force Reserves as a 2nd Lt.
Shaw is taking pilot training at
Williams Air Force Base in Arizona.

?"

Miat of your onceators?
Who was your cather?...

.

Here's a rule that's invariable.
Only three words in the English
language end in -ceed: exceed,
proceed, and succeed. Only one
ends in -sede: supersede. All the
rest end in -cede, like accede, recede, concede, etc.

Campus Shorts
U. E. A.
Thursday evening, Jan. 10, the
University Education Association
will present a panel of prominent
UPS professors who will discuss
current educational problems and
air their opinions. Included on
the panel will be Dr. Bucklin,
Dean Thomas, Mr. Anderson and
Mr. Gross. The meeting will be
held at 8:30 p.m. in room 8 of the
Student Center. Permanent membership cards will be distributed
to members in attendance who
have not received them.

have written Mafia, largesse, and
dog-eared all their lives, and
would be surprised to learn that
the Merriam-Webster dictionaries
prefer Maff ia, largess, and
of
all things—dog's-eared. The word
pre-emiment is spelled in three
different ways by three American
dictionaries: pre-eminent; preeminent (without the hyphen); and
preeminent (with a diaeresis over
the second e).

HOWELL
à guáranteed gift

January 9, 1963

-

Other spelling rules can be obtained from books on English.

DAIRY QUEEN
Sixth & Alder

In one recent 10-day period
CARE rushed food, textiles and
tools to victims of earthquakes in
Iran and Italy, floods in Pakistan,
a typhoon in Hong Kong. Contributions to the CARE Food Crusade, New York 16, N.Y., help
assure overseas stockpiles of
packages that can be sped to the
scene when disasters occur.

6th Ave. Florist
Closest Florist
to the
UPS Campus
Corner 6th and Union
SK. 9-3939

BUFF & BERT'S
BARBER SHOP
4 Barbers

5K. 9-8586

3102 Sixth Avenue

